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On surfaces of class VII+0 with numerically
anticanonical divisor
Georges Dloussky
Abstract
We consider minimal compact complex surfaces S with Betti numbers
b1 = 1 and n = b2 > 0. A theorem of Donaldson gives n exceptional
line bundles. We prove that if in a deformation, these line bundles have
sections, S is a degeneration of blown-up Hopf surfaces. Besides, if there
exists an integer m ≥ 1 and a flat line bundle F such that H0(S,−mK ⊗
F ) 6= 0, then S contains a Global Spherical Shell. We apply this last result
to complete classification of bihermitian surfaces.
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0 Introduction
A minimal compact complex surface S is said to be of the class VII0 of Kodaira
if the first Betti number satisfies b1(S) = 1. A surface S is of class VII
+
0 if
moreover n := b2(S) > 0; these surfaces admit no nonconstant meromorphic
functions. The major problem in classification of non-ka¨hlerian surfaces is to
achieve the classification of surfaces S of class VII+0 . All known surfaces of this
1
class contain Global Spherical Shells (GSS), i.e. admit a biholomorphic map
ϕ : U → V from a neighbourhood U ⊂ C2 \ {0} of the sphere S3 = ∂B2 onto
an open set V such that Σ = ϕ(S3) does not disconnect S. Are there other
surfaces ? In first section we investigate the general situation: A theorem of
Donaldson [13] gives a Z-base (Ei) of H
2(S,Z), such that EiEj = −δij . These
cohomology classes can be represented by line bundles Li such that KSLi =
L2i = −1. Indeed, these line bundles generalize exceptional curves of the first
kind, and since S is minimal, they have no section. Over the versal deformation
S → B of S these line bundles form families Li. We propose the following
conjecture which can be easily checked for surfaces with GSS:
Conjecture 1: Let S be a surface in class VII+0 and S → B be the versal
deformation of S ≃ S0 over the ball of dimension h
1(S,Θ). Then there exists
u ∈ ∆, u 6= 0, and flat line bundles Fi such that H
0(Su, Li,u ⊗ Fi) 6= 0 for
i = 0, . . . , n− 1.
The main result of section 1 is (see theorem (13)),
Theorem 0. 1 Let S be a surface in class VII+0 and S → B its versal defor-
mation. If there exists u ∈ B and flat line bundles Fi ∈ H
1(S,C⋆) such that
H0(Su, Li,u ⊗ Fi) 6= 0 for i = 0, . . . , n − 1, then there is a non empty Zariski
open set U ⊂ B such that for all u ∈ U , Su is a blown-up Hopf surface. In
particular, S is a degeneration of blown-up Hopf surfaces.
If a surface is a degeneration of blown-up Hopf surfaces, the fundamental group
of a fiber is isomorphic to Z × Zl, hence taking a finite covering, once obtains
a surface obtained by degeneration of blown-up primary Hopf surfaces. Notice
that a finite quotient of a surface of class VII+0 containing a GSS still contains
a GSS [8].
Conjecture 2: Let S be a surface of class VII+0 . If S is a degeneration of
blown-up primary Hopf surfaces, then S contains a cycle of rational curves.
A surface admitting a numerically anticanonical (NAC) divisor (see (20)), con-
tains a cycle of rational curves. In section 2, we shall prove
Theorem 0. 2 Let S be a surface of class VII+0 . If S admits a NAC divisor,
then S contains a GSS.
It is a weak version of
Conjecture 3 (Nakamura [21]). Let S be a surface of class VII+0 . If S
contains a cycle of rational curves, S contains a GSS.
The proof is based on the fact that in H2(S,Z), a curve is equivalent to a class
of the form Li −
∑
j∈I Lj, with I 6= ∅. Intuitively Li represents an exceptional
curve of the first kind and C is then equivalent to an exceptional curve of
the first kind blown-up several times (Card(I) times). It explains why curves
have self-intersection ≤ −2. We recover a characterization of Inoue-Hirzebruch
surfaces by Oeljeklaus, Toma & Zaffran [19]:
Theorem 0. 3 Let S be a surface of class VII0 with b2(S) > 0. Then S is
a Inoue-Hirzebruch surface if and only if there exists two flat line bundles F1,
2
F2, two twisted vector fields θ1 ∈ H
0(S,Θ⊗ F1), θ2 ∈ H
0(S,Θ⊗ F2), such that
θ1 ∧ θ2(p) 6= 0 at at least one point p ∈ S.
In section 3 we apply results of section 2 to complete the classification of bi-
hermitian 4-manifolds M (see [1],[2] [22]), when b1(M) = 1 and b2(M) > 0: A
bihermitian surface is a riemannian oriented connected 4-manifold (M,g) en-
dowed with two integrable almost complex structures J1, J2 inducing the same
orientation, orthogonal with respect to g and independent i.e. J1(x) 6= ±J2(x)
for at least one point x ∈ M . This structure depends only on the conformal
class c of g. A bihermitian surface is strongly bihermitian if J1(x) 6= ±J2(x)
for every point x ∈ M . The key observation is that under these assumptions,
(M,Ji), i = 1, 2 admit a numerically anticanonical divisor.
Theorem 0. 4 Let (M, c, J1, J2) be a compact bihermitian surface with odd
first Betti number.
1) If (M, c, J1, J2) is strongly bihermitian (i.e D = ∅), then the complex sur-
faces (M,Ji) are minimal and either a Hopf surface covered by a primary one
associated to a contraction F : (C2, 0)→ (C2, 0) of the form
F (z1, z2) = (αz1 + sz
m
2 , aα
−1z2),
with a, s ∈ C, 0 < |α|2 ≤ a < |α| < 1, (am − αm+1)s = 0,
or else (M,Ji) are Inoue surfaces S
+
N,p,q,r;t, S
−
N,p,q,r.
2) If (M, c, J1, J2) is not strongly bihermitian, then D has at most two con-
nected components, (M,Ji), i = 1, 2, contain GSS and the minimal models Si
of (M,Ji) are
• Surfaces with GSS of intermediate type if D has one connected component
• Hopf surfaces of special type (see [22] 2.2), Inoue (parabolic) surfaces or
Inoue-Hirzebruch surfaces if D has two connected components.
Moreover, the blown-up points belong to the NAC divisors.
If moreover the metric g is anti-self-dual (ASD), we obtain
Corollary 0. 5 Let (M, c, J1, J2) be a compact ASD bihermitian surface with
odd first Betti number. Then the minimal models of the complex surfaces
(M,Ji), i = 1, 2, are
• Hopf surfaces of special type (see [22] 2.2),
• (parabolic) Inoue surfaces or
• even Inoue-Hirzebruch surfaces.
Moreover, the blown-up points belong to the NAC divisors.
Remark 0. 6 Throughout the paper we shall use the following terminology:
1) A surface for which exists a nontrivial divisor D such that D2 = 0 will be
called a Enoki surface, they are obtained by holomorphic compactification of
3
an affine line bundle over an elliptic curve by a cycle D of rational curves [14];
otherwise they are associated to contracting holomorphic germs of maps
F (z1, z2) = (t
nz1z
n
2 +
n−1∑
i=0
ait
i+1zi+12 , tz2)
[6] [9]. A Enoki surface with an elliptic curve will be called briefly a Inoue
surface (= parabolic Inoue surface): they are obtained by holomorphic
compactification of a line bundle over an elliptic curve by a cycle of rational
curves D; otherwise they are associated to the contracting germs of maps
F (z1, z2) = (t
nz1z
n
2 , tz2).
For all these surfaces, the sum of opposite self-intersections of the n = b2(S)
rational curves D0, . . . ,Dn−1 is σn(S) := −
∑n−1
i=0 D
2
i = 2n.
2) A surface with 2n < σn(S) < 3n will be called an intermediate surface;
3) A surface with σn(S) = 3n a called a Inoue-Hirzebruch (IH) surface
([15] or [7] for a construction by contracting germs of mappings). An even
(=hyperbolic) (resp. odd (=half)) IH surfaces has two (resp. one) cycle
of rational curves.
We shall assume throughout the article that S admits no nonconstant
meromorphic functions.
Acknowledgments: I am grateful for helpful discussions with Akira Fujiki,
Massimiliano Pontecorvo, and Vestislav Apostolov during the preparation of
the third part of this article. There is a gap in the proof of Corollary 2, p 425
in [2], theorems 4.1 and 5.2 in [22]. The statements are too restrictive and omit
Inoue-Hirzebruch surfaces.
1 Exceptional line bundles and degeneration of blown-
up Hopf surfaces
Let S be a surface in class VII+0 with n = b2(S). Since S is not algebraic,
A2 ≤ 0 for every divisor A. By adjunction formula it is easy to deduce that for
every irreducible curve C, KC ≥ 0, C2 ≤ −2 if C is a regular rational curve
and C2 ≤ 0 if C is a rational curve with a double point or an elliptic curve. It is
well known that S contains at most n rational curves, and at most one elliptic
curve. By Hirzebruch index theorem, b− = b2(S) whence the intersection form
Q : H2(S,Z)/Torsion→ Z is negative definite.
1.1 Exceptional line bundles
An irreducible curve which satisfies the two conditions KC = C2 = −1 is an
exceptional curve of the first kind; we generalize the notion to line bundles.
Definition 1. 7 1) A line bundle L ∈ H1(S,O⋆) is called an exceptional
line bundle (of the first kind) if KL = L2 = −1.
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2) An effective divisor E is called an exceptional divisor (of the first) kind if E
is the inverse image Π⋆C of an exceptional curve of the first kind C by a finite
number of blowing-ups Π. Equivalentlly it is an effective reduced divisor which
may be blown-down onto a regular point.
Using the fact that for a blowing-up Π : S → S′, KS = Π
⋆KS′ + C and the
projection formula ([5] p11), it is easy to check that if E is an exceptional di-
visor, then [E] is an exceptional line bundle. Moreover, the inverse image Π⋆L
of an exceptional line bundle L by a finite sequence of blowing-ups is still an
exceptional line bundle.
The following theorem has been proved by I. Nakamura when S contains a
cycle of rational curves [21] (1.7). It should be noticed that any surface with
b1(S) = 1 and b2(S) = 0 is minimal and H
1(S,C⋆) ≃ H1(S,O⋆) [17] II, p699.
Theorem 1. 8 Let S be a (not necessarily minimal) compact complex surface
such that b1(S) = 1, with second Betti number n = b2(S) > 0. Then there exists
n exceptional line bundles Lj , j = 0, . . . , n − 1, unique up to torsion by a flat
line bundle F ∈ H1(S,C⋆) such that:
• Ej = c1(Lj), 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1 is a Z-basis of H
2(S,Z),
• KSLj = −1 and LjLk = −δjk,
• KS = L0 + · · ·+ Ln−1 in H
2(S,Z)
• For every i = 0, . . . , n − 1 and for every flat line bundle F ∈ H1(S,C⋆),
X (Li ⊗ F ) = 0.
• If h0(S,Li⊗F ) 6= 0, there exists an exceptional divisor Ci and a (perhaps
trivial) flat effective divisor Pi such that Li ⊗ F = [Ci + Pi].
Proof: 1) By Donaldson theorem [13],there exists a Z-basis (Ei)i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n−1,
of H2(S,Z)/Torsion such that EiEj = −δi,j. Moreover, since pg = h
2(S,OS) =
0, the exponential exact sequence 0 → Z → O → O⋆ → 0 yields line bundles
Li such that Ei = c1(Li). The line bundles Li are unique up to tensor product
by flat line bundles. For a surface of class VII, the group of flat line bundles is
H1(S,C⋆). Let c =
∑
niEi ∈ H
2(S,Z). Then c2 = −
∑
n2i , therefore c
2 = −1
if and only if c = ±Ei. Replacing if necessary Li by L
−1
i we may suppose that
KLi ≤ 0 for i = 0, . . . , n− 1. By Riemann-Roch formula
(∗) X (Li ⊗ F ) = X (OS) +
1
2
(L2i −KLi) =
1
2
(−1−KLi) ∈ Z,
therefore KLi ≤ −1. Since (Li) is a Z-base of H
2(S,Z), K =
∑
i kiLi with
ki = −KLi ≥ 1. From −n = K
2 = −
∑n−1
i=0 k
2
i we deduce that ki = 1 for
i = 0, . . . , n− 1. From (∗) we obtain
X (Li ⊗ F ) = 0.
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2) If h0(S,Li⊗F ) > 0, then Li⊗F = [Ci] where Ci is an effective divisor. Let
Ci = n1G1 + · · · + npGp
be a decomposition into irreducible components.
• If G is an elliptic curve or a rational curve with a double point then
KG = −G2 ≥ 0.
• If G is a nonsingular rational curve, KG = −2−G2 ≥ −1 and KG = −1
if and only if G is an exceptional curve of the first kind.
Therefore the condition
−1 = KCi =
∑
i
niKGi
implies that there is an exceptional curve of the first kind, say Gp. Now we
prove the result by induction on n = b2(S) ≥ 1.
If n = 1, there is only one exceptional line bundle L and if h0(S,L ⊗ F ) 6= 0,
S is not minimal, hence a blow-up of a surface S′ with b2(S
′) = 0. Then
L ⊗ F = [C + P ] where C is an exceptional curve of the first kind and P = 0
(if S′ has no curve) or P is flat perhaps not trivial (if S′ is a Hopf surface).
Suppose that n > 1:
• If Gp ∼ Ei, then −F = [n1G1 + · · ·+np−1Gp−1 +(np− 1)Gp] is a flat line
bundle and L′i = Li ⊗ F = [Gp].
• If Gp ∼ Ej , j 6= i, there is a flat line bundle F such that L′j = Lj ⊗ F =
[Gp].
Therefore, replacing Lj by L
′
j, and changing if necessary the numbering we may
suppose that Ln−1 = [Cn−1] with Cn−1 an exceptional curve of the first kind.
Let Π : S → S′ be the blowing-down of Cn−1. Since Li, i 6= n − 1 is trivial in
a neighbourhood of Cn−1, L
′
i = Π⋆Li is a line bundle such that Li = Π
⋆Π⋆Li
and we check easily, by projection formula, that (L′i)0≤i≤n−2 is a family of ex-
ceptional line bundles. If h0(Li) 6= 0, then h
0(L′i) 6= 0, whence by induction
hypothesis, L′i = [C
′
i + P
′
i ] with C
′
i an exceptional divisor and P
′
i an effective
flat divisor. Therefore Li = Π
⋆L′i = [Π
⋆C ′i +Π
⋆P ′i ]. 
1.2 Families of exceptional or flat line bundles
If S is minimal then, for any i = 0, . . . , n − 1 and for any flat line bundle F ,
h0(S,Li ⊗ F ) = 0. In all known examples S has a deformation into a non
minimal one, hence we consider now versal deformation of S.
Let Π : S → B be the versal deformation of S ≃ S0, where B is the unit ball
of CN , N = dim H1(S,Θ). Standard arguments of spectral sequences yield
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Proposition 1. 9 For i = 0, . . . , n − 1, there exist line bundles πi : Li → S
such that for every u ∈ B, the restriction πi,u : Li,u → Su is an exceptional line
bundle,
Moreover, if K → S is the relative canonical bundle, we have
K ∼
n−1⊗
i=0
Li
in H2(S,Z) ≃ H2(S0,Z).
Since C⋆ is commutative any representation ρ : π1(S)→ GL(1,C) ≃ C
⋆ factor-
ize through H1(S,Z), therefore any representation (hence any flat line bundle),
is defined by γ 7→ f with f ∈ C⋆. We shall denote by F f ∈ H1(S,C⋆) ≃ C⋆
this line bundle and we have defined a group morphism
ϕ : C⋆ → H1(S,C⋆)
λ 7→ F λ
Lemma 1. 10 1) For any holomorphic function f : B → C⋆ there exists a
unique flat line bundle Ff → S such that (Ff )|Su = F
f(u).
2) There exists over S×C⋆ a flat line bundle, called the tautological flat line
bundle F such that for any (u, λ) ∈ B × C⋆, FSu×{λ} = F
λ.
Proof: Let ω : S˜ → S be the family of universal covering spaces of S. Then
the fundamental group π1(S) operates diagonally on S˜ × C by γ.(p, z) =
(γ.p, f(Πω(p))z). The quotient manifold is Ff .
A similar construction gives the tautological flat line bundle F . 
Examples 1. 11 1) Suppose that S = S(F ) is a primary Hopf surface defined
by
F (z) = (α1z1 + sz
m
2 , α2z2), 0 < |α1| ≤ |α2| < 1, (α
m
2 − α1)s = 0.
If s = 0 (resp. s 6= 0), S contains at least two elliptic curves E1, E2 (resp. only
one elliptic curve E2), where
E1 = {z 6= 0 | z1 = 0}/{α
p
2|p ∈ Z}, E2 = {z 6= 0 | z2 = 0}/{α
p
1|p ∈ Z}.
Then for i = 1, 2, ϕ(αi) = [Ei]. In fact, if S is a diagonal Hopf surface, the
cocycle of the line bundle associated to [Ei] is given by
(z1, z2, λ) ∼ (α1z1, α2z2, αiλ).
2) Following [6], let S = S(F ) be the minimal surface containing a GSS with
b2(S) > 0 defined by
F (z) = (tnz1z
n
2 +
n−1∑
i=0
ait
i+1zi+12 , tz2).
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Then S contains a cycle of rational curves Γ = D0 + · · · + Dn−1 such that
D2i = −2, i = 0, . . . , n− 1 and Γ
2 = 0. Let t = trDF (0) 6= 0 be the trace of the
surface, then ϕ(t) = [Γ]. In fact the equation of Γ is z2 = 0.
If in the expression of F , there is at least one index i such that ai 6= 0, S has
no elliptic curve. If M(S) is the intersection matrix of the rational curves then
detM(S) = 0, hence the curves do not generate H2(S,Z); for every m ≥ 1,
every F flat, H0(S,−mK + F ) = 0, therefore there is no NAC divisor.
If F (z) = (tnz1z
n
2 , tz2), i.e. S is a Inoue (parabolic) surface, S contains an
elliptic curve E and −K = [E + Γ].
3) Following [15], let S = SM = H × C/GM with M ∈ SL(3,Z) a unimodular
matrix with eigenvalues α, β, β¯ such that α > 1, β 6= β¯. Denote by (a1, a2, a3) a
real eigenvector associated to α and (b1, b2, b3) an eigenvector associated to β. It
can be easily checked that (a1, b1), (a2, b2) and (a3, b3) are linearly independent
over R. Let GM generated by
g0 : (w, z) 7→ (αw, βz),
gi : (w, z) 7→ (w + ai, z + bi) for i = 1, 2, 3.
If G is generated by gi, i = 1, 2, 3, ω = dw∧dz is invariant under G hence yields
a 2-form on H × C/G. Moreover, g⋆0ω = αβω, hence yields a non-vanishing
twisted 2-form over SM and K = F
1/αβ . A line bundle has no section for there
is no curve.
1.3 Degeneration of blown-up Hopf surfaces
All surfaces containing GSS are degeneration of blown-up primary Hopf surfaces
as it can be easily checked using contracting germs of mappings. We show in
this section that if a surface can be deformed into a non minimal one then over
a Zariski open set in the base of the versal deformation, there are blown-up
Hopf surfaces.
We need a lemma comparing the versal deformation of a surface S with the
versal deformation of a blowing-up S′ of S.
Lemma 1. 12 Let S be a compact complex surface of the V II-class (not nec-
essarily minimal), let Π : S′ → S be the blowing-up of S at the point z0 and
ez0 : H
0(S,Θ)→ Tz0S
be the evaluation of global vector fields at z0. Then, if V is a covering of S such
that H1(S,Θ) = H1(V,Θ),
1) h0(S′,Θ′) = dim Ker ez0 ;
2) There exists a covering V ′ = (V ′i )i≥0 of S
′ such that H1(S′,Θ′) = H1(V ′,Θ′)
with the following properties:
i) V ′0 is the inverse image by Π of a ball V0 centered at z0,
ii) V ′0 meets only one open subset of the covering, say V
′
1 along a spherical
shell,
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iii) For all i ≥ 1, the restriction of Π on V ′i is an isomorphism on its image
Vi,
iv) the canonical mapping Π⋆ : H1(V,Θ)→ H1(V ′,Θ′) is injective,
v) A base of H1(S′,Θ′) may be obtained from a base of H1(V,Θ) by adding
cocycles induced on V ′01 by (at most two) non-vanishing vector fields Z
i
on V0 such that the vectors Z
i(z0) generate a suplementary subspace of
Im ez0 in Tz0 .
In particular h1(S′,Θ′) = h1(S,Θ) + codim Im ez0 .
Proof: 1) is clear.
2) Let U = (Ui)i≥1 be a locally finite covering of S such that H
1(S,Θ) =
H1(U ,Θ). It may be supposed that z0 ∈ Ui for i = 1, . . . p. Denote by U
′
0 ⊂⊂ U0
balls centered at z0 such that if i > p, then U0 ∩ Ui = ∅. Now, if V0 = U0,
V1 = U1\U ′0 and Vi = Ui\U0, for i > 1, there are three coverings of S, U ,
U0 = (Ui)i≥0 and V = (Vi)i≥0 related by the relation
V ≺ U0 ≺ U .
The canonical mappings
H1(U ,Θ)→ H1(U0,Θ)→ H
1(V,Θ)
are isomorphism. We define a covering V ′ = (V ′i ) of S
′ by V ′i = Π
−1(Vi). The
canonical morphism Π⋆ is clearly injective and the evident mapping
s : H1(V ′,Θ′)→ H1(V,Θ)
is clearly surjective. Let ξ 6∈ Im ez0 and θ a vector field on U0 such that
θ(z0) = ξ. Define η = (ηjk) ∈ Z
1(V,Θ) by η01 = θ and ηjk = 0 if {j, k} 6= {0, 1}.
If η′ = Π⋆(η) ∈ Z1(V ′,Θ′), η and η′ are cocycles such that s([η′]) = [η] = 0,
but [η′] 6= 0. In fact if there exist vector fields X ′0 on V
′
0 and X
′ on S′\Π−1(U ′0)
such that θ′ = X ′ − X ′0 on V
′
01, we have θ = Π⋆X
′ − Π⋆X
′
0 on V01. But
since a vector field extends inside a ball, ξ = θ(z0) = Π⋆X
′(z0) which is a
contradiction. Therefore, dim Ker s ≥ codim Im ez0 and it yields h
1(V ′,Θ′) ≥
h1(V,Θ) + codim Im ez0 . Now by Riemann-Roch-Hirzebruch-Atiyah-Singer
theorem we have, since S and S′ are V II-class surfaces,
h1(S,Θ) = h0(S,Θ) + 2b2(S) and h
1(S′,Θ′) = h0(S′,Θ′) + 2b2(S
′).
Using b2(S
′) = b2(S) + 1, we obtain by a)
h1(S′,Θ′) = h1(S,Θ) + codim Im ez0
therefore
h1(V,Θ) + codim Im ez0 = h
1(S,Θ) + codim Im ez0 = h
1(S′,Θ′) ≥ h1(V ′,Θ′)
≥ h1(V,Θ) + codim Im ez0
which completes the proof. 
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Theorem 1. 13 Let S be a surface of class VII+0 , n = b2(S) ≥ 1 and S → B its
versal deformation. Assume that there is a point v ∈ B, λi ∈ C, i = 0, . . . , n−1
such that
H0(Sv, Li,v ⊗ F
λi) 6= 0.
Then there exists
• Holomorphic functions ci : B → C,
• Flat families of exceptional divisors Ci over B \Hi, where Hi = {ci = 0},
such that
• For every u ∈ B \Hi, [Ci,u] = Li,u ⊗ F
ci(u) and F ci(v) = F λi ,
• Su is minimal if and only if u ∈M := ∩
n−1
i=0 Hi,
• Su is a blown-up Hopf surface if and only if u ∈ B \ ∪
n−1
i=0 Hi.
Proof: 1) The surface Sv contains an exceptional curve of the first kind C.
Changing if necessary the numbering we may suppose that C = Cn−1 and
Ln−1,v ⊗ F
λn−1 = [Cn−1]. By stability theorem of Kodaira [16], there exists
an open neighbourhood of v ∈ B and a flat family Cn−1 over V of exceptional
curves of the first kind.
2) Let pr1 : S×C
⋆ → S be the first projection and define the line bundleMn−1
over S × C⋆ by
Mn−1 := pr
⋆
1Ln−1 ⊗OS×C⋆ F
where F is the tautological flat line bundle of Lemma 1.10; by p = πn−1 × Id,
the sheaf Mn−1 is flat over B × C
⋆. For every (u, α) ∈ B × C⋆, we have
(Mn−1)|Su×{α} ≃ (Ln−1)|Su ⊗ F
α. By the semi-continuity theorem of Grauert,
and because surfaces have no nonconstant meromorphic functions,
Zn−1 :=
{
(u, α) ∈ B × C⋆ | h0
(
Su × {α}, (Mn−1)Su×{α}
)
= 1
}
is an analytic subset of B × C⋆ and the dimension of the intersection Zn−1 ∩
V × C⋆ is N = dim B by 1).
3) Let Z ′n−1 be the irreducible component of Zn−1 such thatMn−1|p−1(Z′n−1∩V×C⋆) =
[Cn−1]. We have a flat family of curves
p : Cn−1 → Z
′
n−1
such that for (u, α) ∈ Z ′n−1, [Cn−1,(u,α)] = Ln−1,u ⊗ F
α. For p = 0, 1, the
functions
Z ′n−1 → N
(u, α) 7→ hp(Cn−1,(u,α),OCn−1,(u,α))
are constant (see [5] p 96). For u ∈ V and α such that the section of Ln−1⊗F
α
vanishes on an exceptional curve of the first kind,
h0(Cn−1,u,OCn−1,u) = 1, h
1(Cn−1,u,OCn−1,u) = 0
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therefore h0(Cn−1,u,OCn−1,u) = 1 and h
1(Cn−1,u,OCn−1,u) = 0 everywhere,
whence over each (u, α) ∈ Z ′n−1 the analytic set is connected and does not
contain any elliptic curve or cycle of rational curves.
Now, we show that the intersection Z ′i ∩ (V ×C
⋆) contains only one irreducible
component: In fact, if z = (u, α) and z′ = (u, α′) are two points in Z ′n−1 over
u ∈ V , then
h0(Su, Ln−1,u ⊗ F
α) = h0(Su, Ln−1,u ⊗ F
α′) = 1,
whence Fα/α
′
has a meromorphic section and by [20] (2.10), Fα/α
′
= [D] with
D = mE + nF , where E,F are elliptic curves or cycles of rational curves such
that E2 = F 2 = 0. It means that for Ln−1,u⊗F
α = [Cn−1,u] and Ln−1,u⊗F
α′ =
[C ′n−1,u] we have
[Cn−1,u] = Ln−1,u ⊗ F
α = Ln−1,u ⊗ F
α′ ⊗ Fα/α
′
= [C ′n−1,u +D]
and Cn−1,u would not be connected, a contradiction.
As consequence Z ′i cannot accumulate on
B × {0} ∩ V × P1(C), or B × {∞} ∩ V × P1(C).
By Remmert-Stein theorem the closure
Gn−1 = Z ′n−1 ⊂ B × P
1(C)
is an irreducible analytic set of codimension one. The restriction
pr1 : Gn−1 → B
is proper; therefore, pr1(Gn−1) is an analytic subset of B. Since it contains
the open set V , pr1(Gn−1) = B. Now , (Gn−1, pr1, B) is a ramified covering
which has only one sheet over V , hence Gn−1 is the graph of a holomorphic
mapping cn−1 : B → P
1(C). Define Hn−1 := c
−1
n−1(0) ∪ c
−1
n−1(∞). So far, we
have considered the family of curves Cn−1 over Z
′
n−1. From now on, we shall
consider it over Bn−1 := B\Hn−1.
4) If for i 6= n − 1, Li,v ⊗ F
λi = [Ci,v] with Ci,v reducible, it means that
Ci = π
⋆(C ′i) where π is a finite sequence of blowing-ups and C
′
i is an exceptional
curve of the first kind. By lemma (12), there is a deformation in which the
blown-up points are moved outside C ′i. Therefore changing the point v in
V ′ ⊂ V we may suppose that Ci,v is an exceptional curve of the first kind and
apply 3).
5) We show now that for all u ∈ B′ := B\∪Hi, Su is a blown-up Hopf surface:
By Iitaka theorem we may blow down the exceptional divisors Ci|B′ over B
′.
Let p : S → S ′ be the canonical mapping and Π′ : S ′ → B′ the induced
family. Using classification of complex surfaces of class VII0 with b2(S) = 0
(see [18]), S′u is a Hopf surface or a Inoue surface [15] of type SM , S
(+)
N,p,q,r;t
or S
(−)
N,p,q,r. We have to exclude the last three types: By [11] we may suppose
that S has no non-trivial global vector field, therefore N = h1(S,Θ) = 2n and
restricting if necessary B we have h1(Su,Θu) = 2n for all u ∈ B. We denote
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by K′ the relative canonical bundle over S ′. For every u ∈ B′ there exists a
unique f(u) ∈ C⋆ such that −K ′u = F
f(u); by Grauert theorem, f : B′ → C⋆ is
holomorphic. The relative canonical bundle K over S satisfies
K = p⋆K′ ⊗
n−1⊗
i=0
[Ci] = F
f−1 ⊗
n−1⊗
i=0
[Ci].
If there exists a point u ∈ B′ such that S′u is of type S
(+)
N,p,q,r;t or S
(−)
N,p,q,r, then
in a neighbourhood of u, all surfaces have the same type by [15] and by the
theorem of Bombieri [15] p280, the function f is real valued hence constant,
in particular globally defined. Therefore
⊗n−1
i=0 [Ci] = F
f ⊗ K extends over B,
which is impossible. Remains the case SM which is rigid: all the surfaces S
′
u are
isomorphic hence by (11) Example 3, −K ′u = F
αβ, therefore as before
⊗
i[Ci]
should extend which is impossible.
6) The functions ci are C-valued: In fact, suppose that c
−1
i (∞) 6= ∅; let A be
an irreducible component of c−1i (∞). Since c has values in C, there exists an
index j such that cj vanishes along A. Let µ (resp. ν) be the order of the pole
(resp. zero) of ci (resp. cj) at a point a ∈ A. Then on a disc ∆ containing a,
g := cνi c
µ
j ∈ O
⋆(∆) and the family of positive divisors
[νCi + µCj] = L
ν
i ⊗L
µ
j ⊗ F
g
extends on ∆. But it implies that Ci and Cj extend also, which yields a contra-
diction. 
Definition 1. 14 Let S be a surface of class VII+0 . We shall say that S is
a degeneration of blown-up primary Hopf surfaces if there is a deformation
S → ∆ over the unit disc of S ≃ S0, such that Su is a blown-up primary Hopf
surface for u 6= 0.
If π1(S) = Z, a surface which can be deformed into a n times blown-up surface,
is a degeneration of blown-up primary Hopf surfaces. The surface Su is defined
by a contraction
Fu(z) = (α1(u)z1 + s(u)z
m
2 , α2(u)z2)
with 0 < |α1(u)| ≤ |α2(u)| < 1 and s(u)(α
m
2 (u)− α1(u)) = 0
or
Fu(z) = (α1(u)z1, α2(u)z2 + s(u)z
m
1 )
with 0 < |α2(u)| ≤ |α1(u)| < 1 and s(u)(α
m
1 (u)− α2(u)) = 0.
In both cases there is at least one elliptic curve E2 (resp. E1) induced by
{z2 = 0} (resp. {z1 = 0}) and another E1 (resp. E2) induced by {z1 = 0}
(resp. {z2 = 0}) if s = 0. The trace
t(u) = tr(S′u) = tr(Su) = tr(DFu(0)) = α1(u) + α2(u)
and the determinant
d(u) = detDFu(0) = α1(u)α2(u)
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are bounded holomorphis functions on B′ hence extend on B. They depend
only on the conjugation class of Fu. We call tr(u) the trace of the surface
Su.
By [17] II p696, we have the following description of the canonical bundle K ′u
of S′u: If S
′
u is a diagonal Hopf surface then
K ′u = [−E1,u − E2,u] = F
(α1(u)α2(u))−1 .
If s(u) 6= 0, i.e. S is not diagonal, then since αm2 (u) = α1(u),
K ′u = [−(m+ 1)E2,u] = F
α2(u)−(m+1) = F (α1(u)α2(u))
−1
.
By [5] I.9.1 (vii), the canonical bundle Ku of Su over B
′ satisfies
Ku = p
⋆K ′u ⊗
⊗
0≤i≤n−1
[Ci,u].
If K denotes the relative canonical bundle and F denotes the tautological flat
line bundle,
K = F (α1α2)
−1
⊗
⊗
i
[Ci] = F
f ⊗
⊗
i
Li
where
f :=
∏
i ci
α1α2
.
Since K and Li are globally defined on B, F
f is globally defined on B and
f ∈ O⋆(B). Twisting, for example, L1 by F
f−1 , we may suppose that f = 1
and then
c =
n−1∏
i=0
ci = α1α2 = d ∈ O
⋆(B)
satisfies ‖c‖∞ ≤ 1.
For contracting germs associated to surfaces containing GSS we refer to [6].
Proposition 1. 15 Let S be a surface obtained by degeneration of blown-up
minimal Hopf surfaces. If tr(S) 6= 0, then S contains a GSS and if F :
(C2, 0) → (C2, 0) is a contracting germ of mappings associated to S, tr(S) =
trDF (0).
Proof: One of the two functions αi, i = 1, 2, say α2, admit a limit α2(0) 6= 0,
and α1(0) = 0. Therefore F
α2 is globally defined. Since |α1(u)| < |α2(u)|, the
elliptic curve E2,u induced by z2 = 0 exists for all u 6∈ H, hence [E2,u] = F
α2 .
Since u 7→ h0(Su, F
α2(u)) is upper-semicontinuous we obtain in S a flat cycle of
rational curves E2,0. By Enoki theorem, S contains a GSS. 
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2 Surfaces with a cycle of rational curves
Definition 2. 16 Let S be a surface and C be an analytic subset of dimension
one. We say that C is a r-cycle of rational curves if
• C is an elliptic curve when r = 0,
• C is a rational curve with a double point when r = 1, and
• C = D0 + · · ·+Dr−1, is a reduced effective divisor such that Di is a non-
singular rational curve for i = 0, . . . , r−1 and D0D1 = · · · = Dr−2Dr−1 =
Dr−1D0 = 1, DiDj = 0 in all other cases, when r ≥ 2.
We denote by ♯(C) = r ≥ 0 the number of rational curves of the cycle C.
With notations of theorem (8), we have
Theorem 2. 17 ([21] (1.7)) Let S be a VII+0 surface with n = b2(S). Assume
that S contains exactly one cycle C of rational curves such that C2 < 0. Then
• C ∼ −(Lr + · · · + Ln−1) for some 1 ≤ r ≤ n − 1, if S is not an odd
Inoue-Hirzebruch surface, or
• C ∼ −(L0 + · · ·+Ln−1) +F2, with F2 of order two, if S is an odd Inoue-
Hirzebruch surface.
Remark 2. 18 If S is an even Inoue-Hirzebruch surface (=hyperbolic I-H sur-
face), the two cycles C and C ′ satisfy
C ∼ −(Lr + · · ·+ Ln−1), C
′ ∼ −(L0 + · · ·+ Lr−1).
The following lemma plays a crucial role in the computation of self-intersection
of the cycle C.
Lemma 2. 19 ([21] (2.4)) Let S be a surface of class VII+0 and without di-
visor D such that D2 = 0. Let LI :=
∑
i∈I Li, L = LI + F , F ∈ H
1(S,O⋆S) for
a nonempty subset I ⊂ [0, n − 1]. Then we have:
i) If I 6= [0, n − 1], then Hq(S,L) = 0 for any q.
ii) If L⊗OC = OC , then I = [0, r − 1], and F = OS, KS − L+ C = OS .
iii) If LCi = 0 for any irreducible component Ci of C, then I = [0, r − 1].
2.1 Surfaces with numerically m-anticanonical divisor
Definition 2. 20 Let S be a compact complex surface of the VII0 class with
b2(S) > 0 and let m ≥ 0 be an integer. We shall say that S admits a numer-
ically m-anticanonical divisor if there exists a divisor Dm, and a flat line
bundle F in H1(S,C⋆) such that in H1(S,O⋆),
mK + F + [Dm] = 0.
We shall say that S admits a numerially anticanonical divisor, shortly a NAC
divisor, if there exists an integer m such that there exists a numerically m-
anticanonical divisor.
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Remark 2. 21 Let S be a compact complex surface of the VII0 class with
b2(S) > 0. Letm ≥ 1 be an integer and F ∈ H
1(S,C⋆). ThenH0(S,mK⊗F ) =
0. In fact, a section ofmK⊗F must vanish; let [∆] = mK⊗F be the associated
divisor. Then
0 = (mK + F −∆)∆ = mK∆−∆2.
Since mK∆ ≥ 0 and ∆2 ≤ 0, ∆2 = 0, therefore b2(S) = −K
2 = 0.
This means that there is no numerically m-canonical divisors.
For the convenience of the reader we recall basic known facts with slightly
different proofs (see [21] lemma (3.1))
Lemma 2. 22 1) If Dm exists, it is a positive divisor, hence H
0(S,−mK −
F ) 6= 0.
2) If an irreducible curve C meets the support |Dm| of Dm then C is contained
in |Dm|.
Proof: 1) We denote by Di the irreducible components of Dm. Let Dm =∑
i kiDi = A − B where A =
∑
i|ki>0
kiDi ≥ 0 and B =
∑
i|ki<0
(−ki)Di ≥ 0
have no common component. If B 6= 0, B2 =
∑
(−ki)BDi < 0, there exists an
index j such that BDj < 0. Therefore,
0 ≤ mKDj = (−F −Dm)Dj = −DmDj = −ADj +BDj < 0
. . . a contradiction.
2) If C is an irreducible curve and meets |Dm|, DmC = −mKC ≤ 0, therefore
C is contained in |Dm|. 
If there exists a non trivial divisor A such that A2 = 0, then a numerically m-
anticanonical divisor exists if and only if S is a Inoue surface. In this case, S con-
tains an elliptic curve E, a cycle Γ of rational curves, m = 1 and K+E+Γ = 0.
When there is no non-trivial flat divisor, the numerically m-anticanonical divi-
sor Dm is clearly unique.
2.2 The reduction lemma
Definition 2. 23 The least integer m such that there exists a numerically m-
anticanonical divisor, is called the index of the surface S and will be denoted
by m(S).
The index m(S) of the surface S is the lcm of the denominators of the coeffi-
cients ki of D1 =
∑
i kiDi.
The proof of [12] (1.3) works under the following relaxed hypothesis:
Lemma 2. 24 (Reduction lemma) Let S be a surface of class VII0 with
b2(S) > 0 and index m = m(S) > 1. Then there exists a diagram
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S′
 
 
 ✒c ❅❅
❅❘
π′
T Z ′
ρ
❄
✻ρ′
Z T ′
❅
❅
❅❘
π
 
 
 ✠
c′
S
where
i) (Z, π, S) is a m-fold ramified covering space of S, branched over Dm, en-
dowed with an automorphism group isomorphic to Um which acts transi-
tively on the fibers,
ii) (T, ρ, Z) is the minimal desingularization of Z,
iii) (T, c, S′) is the contraction of the (possible) exceptional curves of the first
kind,
iv) S′ is a surface of class VII0, with b2(S) > 0, with action of Um, with index
m(S′) = 1,
v) (S′, π′, Z ′) is the quotient space of S′ by Um,
vi) (T ′, ρ′, Z ′) the minimal desingularization of Z ′,
vii) (T ′, c′, S) is the contraction of the (possible) exceptional curves of the first
kind,
such that the restriction over S \D is commutative, i.e.
θ := π ◦ ρ ◦ c−1 = c′ ◦ ρ′
−1
◦ π′ : S′ \D′ → S \D
and (S′ \D′, S \D) is a m-fold non ramified covering. Moreover
• S contains a GSS if and only if S′ contains a GSS, S and
• The maximal divisors D and D′ of S and S′ respectively have the same
number of cycles and branches.
Corollary 2. 25 If S admits a NAC divisor Dm, then the support of Dm con-
tains a cycle.
Proof: We may suppose that there is no divisor such that D2 = 0. By reduc-
tion lemma it is sufficient to prove that the support of D−K contains a cycle.
Suppose that there exists a divisor D−K and a flat line bundle F such that
K +D−K + F = 0. By Cartan-Serre duality
h2(S,OS(−D−K)) = h
2(S,K + F ) = h0(S,−F ) =
{
0 if F 6= 0
1 if F = 0
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By Riemann-Roch formula,
h0(S,−F )− h1(S,−F ) = h0(S,−F )− h1(S,−F ) + h0(S,K + F ) = χ(F ) = 0,
hence
h1(S,−F ) =
{
0 if F 6= 0
1 if F = 0
We have
0→ OS(−D−K)→ OS → OD−K → 0
• If F 6= 0, the long exact sequence yields
h0(S,OD−K ) = h
1(S,OD−K ) = 1.
The support of D−K is connected and by [20] (2.7), h
1(S,O(D−K )red) ≥ 1
hence (D−K)red contains a cycle of rational curves.
• If F = 0, the associated long exact sequence and [20] (2.2.1) imply
1 ≤ h0(S,OD−K ) = h
1(S,OD−K ) ≤ 2.
As before h1(S,O(D−K )red) ≥ 1 and there is at least one cycle.
If h1(S,O(D−K )red) = 2, then by the already quoted result (2.2.1) there
are two cycles of rational curves.

2.3 Characterization of Inoue-Hirzebruch surfaces
Lemma 2. 26 Let S be a surface with a NAC divisor D−K =
∑
kiDi. We
suppose that the maximal divisor contains a cycle of rational curves C = D0 +
· · · + Ds−1 with s ≥ 1 irreducible curves. If there exists j ≤ s − 1 such that
kj = 1, then ki = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , s− 1 and C has no branch.
Proof: Case s = 1: Since D0 is a rational curve with a double point, the
adjunction formula yields
D20 = −KD0 = D−KD0 =
∑
kiDiD0 = D
2
0 +
∑
i>0
kiDiD0.
hence
∑
i>0 kiDiD0 = 0 and C has no branch.
Case s ≥ 2: By adjunction formula,
2 +D2j = −KDj =
∑
i
kiDiDj = D
2
j +
∑
i6=j
kiDiDj ,
whence 2 =
∑
i6=j kiDiDj . Since
∑
i6=j DiDj ≥ 2, Dj meets at most two curves
Dj−1 and Dj+1 (one if the cycle contains two curves) and kj−1 = kj+1 = 1. By
connectivity we conclude. 
Proposition 2. 27 Let S be a surface with a NAC divisor D−K =
∑
kiDi and
let C = D0 + · · · +Ds−1 be a cycle contained in the support of D−K . One of
the following conditions holds:
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i) There exists an index 0 ≤ j ≤ s − 1 such that kj = 1, then S is a Inoue
surface or a Inoue-Hirzebruch surface.
ii) For every 0 ≤ j ≤ s − 1, kj ≥ 2, then C has at least one branch and the
support D = |D−K | of D−K is connected. More precisely, if k = max{ki |
0 ≤ i ≤ s − 1}, there exists a curve Dj and a branch Hj > 0 such that
kj = k and DjHj > 0.
In particular, each connected component of |DK | contains a cycle.
Definition 2. 28 With preceeding notations, a curve Dj in the cycle such that
DjH > 0 will be called the root of the branch H.
Proof of (27): Taking if necessary a double covering it may be supposed, by
[20](2.14), that the cycle has at least two curves, hence all the curves are regular.
Let
D−K = A+B =
p−1∑
i=0
kiD +
p+q∑
i=p
kiDi
where the support of A =
∑p−1
i=0 kiDi is the connected component of the cycle
C =
∑s−1
i=0 Di.
If B contains another cycle resp. an elliptic curve), then S is a Inoue-Hirzebruch
surface [20] (8.1) (resp. a Inoue surface [20] (10.2)); suppose therefore that the
support |B| of B is simply-connected. We have to show that |D−K | is connected:
In fact, let B0 be a connected component of |B|. There is a proper mapping
p : S → S′ onto a normal surface S′ with normal singularities a = p(|A|) and
b = p(B0). Since B is simply connected, F is trivial on a strictly pseudo-convex
neighbourhood U of B and thus a holomorphic section of −K −F yields a non
vanishing holomorphic 2-form on U \ B, i.e. (S′, b) is Gorenstein. If (S′, b)
would be an elliptic singularity, a two-fold covering T of S should contain three
exceptional connected divisors such that their contractions q : T → T ′ would
fullfil h0(T ′, R1q⋆OT ) = 3. However, by Leray spectral sequence, there is an
exact sequence
(†)
0→ H1(T ′,OT ′)→ H
1(T,OT )→ H
0(T ′, R1q⋆OT )→ H
2(T ′,OT ′)→ H
2(T,OS)
where
pg = h
2(T,OT ) = 0, q = h
1(T,OT ) = 1 and h
2(T ′,OT ′) = h
0(T ′, ωT ′) ≤ 1,
by Serre-Grothendieck duality and because T ′ has no non-constant meromor-
phic functions. By (†) we obtain a contradiction, hence (S′, b) is a Gorenstein
rational singularity, hence a Du Val singularity. However, such a singularity
has a trivial canonical divisor, therefore B = 0 and D−K = A.
i) Suppose that there is an index j ≤ s − 1 such that kj = 1. By lemma
(26), C has no branch and s = p. By adjunction formula, we have for every
0 ≤ i ≤ s− 1,
D2i + 2 = −KDi = D−KDi = ki−1 + ki+1 + kiD
2
i ,
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therefore
(⋆) (ki−1 − 1) + (ki+1 − 1) = (ki − 1)(−D
2
i ).
By (∗), ki = 1 for all 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1.
• If for every 0 ≤ i ≤ s−1, D2i = −2, S is a Enoki surface by [14]. Moreover,
by hypothesis, S admits a NAC divisor, hence is a Inoue surface or
• There is at least one index k ≤ s− 1 such that D2k ≤ −3 whence C
2 < 0.
If there is no other cycle, we have shown that D−K = C, hence
−b2(S) = K
2 = C2,
S is a Inoue-Hirzebruch surface by [20] (9.2).
In case ii), if the maximum k is reached at a curve Di, i ≤ s− 1, which is not
a root, then applying again (⋆), we obtain ki−1 = ki+1 = ki = k. By connexity,
we reach a root. 
Proposition 2. 29 Let S be a surface of class VII+0 admitting a NAC divisor
Dm. Then one of the following conditions is fulfilled:
i) The maximal divisor D is connected and contains a cycle with at least one
branch;
ii) S is a Inoue surface or a (even or odd) Inoue-Hirzebruch surface.
Proof: By (25) S contains at least one cycle By (24) S′ admits a NAC divisor
D−K . Then by (27), and (24) S
′ and S are of the same type. 
2.4 Surfaces with singular rational curve
Theorem 2. 30 Let S be a surface with n = b2(S) containing a singular ra-
tional curve D0 with a double point. Then
1) D0 ∼ −(L1 + · · · + Ln−1) and the connected component containing D0 is
D0 +D1 + · · ·+Dp for 1 ≤ p ≤ n− 1, Di ∼ Li−Li−1, 1 ≤ i ≤ p. In particular
D20 = −(n− 1), D
2
1 = · · · = D
2
p = −2.
2) The following conditions are equivalent:
i) There exists an integer m ≥ 1 such that there exists a numerically m-
anticanonical divisor,
ii) S contains a GSS.
When these conditions are fulfilled then S is either a Inoue-Hirzebruch surface
and m(S) = 1 or D0 has a branch and its index satisfies m(S) = n− 1.
Proof: 1) By (17), there exists r ≥ 1 such that D0 = −(Lr + · · · + Ln−1). We
have L0D0 = 0, hence r = 1 by (19) iii). We show by induction on i ≥ 1 that
if there is a non singular rational curve Di such that (D0 + · · · +Di−1)Di 6= 0
then Di is unique and Di = Li − Li−1. By [20] (2.2.4), and unicity D0Di =
· · · = Di−2Di = 0, Di−1Di = 1 if i ≥ 2.
Suppose that there is a curve, say D1 such that D0D1 = 1. By [21] (2.6) (see
lemma 32 below) we set D1 ∼ L1 − LI1 , then
1 = D0D1 = −(L1 + · · ·+ Ln−1)(L1 − LI1) = 1 + (L1 + · · ·+ Ln−1)LI1 ,
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hence I1 = {0} and D1 ∼ L1−L0. If there were another curve, say D2 meeting
D0, the same argument shows that D2 = L2 −L0, but in this case D1D2 = −1
and it is impossible. It shows the unicity. Suppose that for i > 1, Di exists and
Di ∼ Li − LIi . We have the equations
0 = D0Di = −(L1 + · · · + Ln−1)(Li − LIi) = 1 + (L1 + · · ·+ Ln−1)LIi
0 = D1Di = −(L1 − L0)(Li − LIi) = −L1LIi + L0LIi
...
...
0 = Di−2Di = −(Li−2 − Li−3)(Li − LIi) = −Li−2LIi + Li−3LIi
1 = Di−1Di = −(Li−1 − Li−2)(Li − LIi) = −Li−1LIi + Li−2LIi
which yield from the last to the second equation
i− 1 ∈ Ii, i− 2 6∈ Ii, . . . , 0 6∈ Ii.
The first one implies that Ii contains exactly one index, hence
Di ∼ Li − Li−1.
We prove unicity as for i = 1.
2) By 1) the intersection matrix of the connected component of the cycle is the
(p + 1, p+ 1) matrix, p ≥ 0,
M =


−(n− 1) 1 0 · · · · · · 0
1 −2 1 0
...
0 1 −2
. . .
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . .
. . . 1 0
...
. . . 1 −2 1
0 · · · · · · 0 1 −2


and it is easy to check that
detM = (−1)p+1
[
(n− 1)(p + 1)− p
]
.
A numerically m-anticanonical divisor Dm =
∑p
i=0 kiDi supported by the con-
nected component containing the cycle satisfies the linear system
M


k0
k1
...
kp

 =


−m(n− 1)
0
...
0

 .
Therefore
(∗) ki =
m(n− 1)(p + 1− i)
(n− 1)(p + 1)− p
, for every 0 ≤ i ≤ p.
Notice that
ki = (p+ 1− i)kp for every 0 ≤ i ≤ p,
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therefore all ki are integers if and only if kp is an integer. By assumption
D2m = (−mK)
2 = −m2n,
and we have DmDi = −mKDi = 0 for i = 1, . . . , p. We have to consider two
cases:
First case: p ≥ 1 then
−m2n =
p∑
i=0
kiDiDm = k0D0Dm = k
2
0D
2
0 + k0k1 = −
m2(n− 1)2(p + 1)
(n− 1)(p + 1)− p
and this condition is equivalent to
p = n− 1.
Hence S has a numerically m-anticanonical divisor if and only if S contains n
rational curves if and only if S contains a GSS by [12].
Replacing in (∗) we obtain
ki =
m(n− i)
n− 1
, for every 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
Hence we conclude
m(S) = n− 1.
Second case: p = 0, then
−m2n = k20D
2
0 = −k
2
0(n− 1)
However, this equation has no solution in integers, therefore the support of Dm
is not connected. We conclude by (29).

Corollary 2. 31 If S in the VII+0 class has a NAC divisor and contains a
rational curve with a double point, then S contains a GSS.
2.5 Cycles with at least two rational curves
Lemma 2. 32 ([21] (2.5), (2.6), (2.7)) 1) Let D be a nonsingular rational
curve. If D ∼ a0L0 + · · · + an−1Ln−1, then there exists a unique i ∈ [0, n − 1]
such that ai = 1 or − 2, and aj = 0 or − 1 for j 6= i.
2) If D is not contained in the cycle then D ∼ Li − LI for some i ∈ [0, n − 1]
and I ⊂ [0, n − 1], i 6∈ I.
3) Let D1 and D2 two distinct nonsingular rational curves such that D1 ∼
Li1 − LI1, D2 ∼ Li2 − LI2 , then i1 6= i2.
Proposition 2. 33 Let S be a surface containing a cycle C = D0 + · · ·+Ds−1
of s ≥ 2 nonsingular rational curves. Suppose that there exists a rational curve
E such that E.C = 1, and let D =
∑
iDi be the maximal connected divisor
containing C. Then every curve Di is of the type Di ∼ Li − LI for i 6∈ I.
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Proof: By (32), every curve Di is of type Di ∼ Li − LI (type a) or Di ∼
−2Li − LI (type b). Suppose that C contains at least one curve of type b.
Since (−2Li −LI)(−2Lj − LJ) ≤ 0 two such curves cannot meet, in particular
if s = 2, C contains at most one curve of type b.
Suppose s ≥ 3. If Di of type b, Di meets curves Dj of type a. We have
1 = (−2Li − LI)(Lj − LJ) = −2LiLj − LjLI + 2LiLJ + LILJ
and
• either j ∈ I, i 6= j, i 6∈ J , I ∩ J = ∅, whence
Di +Dj ∼ −2Li − LI + Lj − LJ = −2Li − LI∪J\{j}.
• or j 6∈ I, i = j, i 6∈ J and I ∩ J contains one element, say k. Setting
I ′ = I \ {k} and J ′ = J \ {k} we obtain
Di +Dj ∼ −2Lk − L{i}∪I′∪J ′ .
By ([21] (1.7)), there is a proper smooth family of compact surfaces π : S → ∆
over the unit disc, a flat divisor C such that C0 = C and for u 6= 0, Cu ∼
D′+(C−Di−Dj), with D
′ ∼ Di+Dj of type b, in particular ♯(Cu) = ♯(C)−1.
Therefore, repeting if necessary such a deformation we obtain a contradiction
if C contains two curves of type b. Now if C contains a curve of type b,
we take a double covering p : S′ → S of S. The surface S′ of type VII0
satisfies b2(S
′) = 2b2(S) and by [20] (2.14) contains a cycle of 2s rational curves.
Applying the same arguments to S′, p⋆Di ∼ −2p
⋆Li− p
⋆LI is the union of two
rational curves of type b, hence a contradiction. Finally, there is no curve of
type b. 
Lemma 2. 34 Let S be a surface containing a cycle C = D0 + · · · +Ds−1 of
s ≥ 2 nonsingular rational curves and D =
∑p
i=0Di the maximal connected
divisor containing C.
1) Let Dj, Dk and Dl three distinct nonsingular rational curves, Dj ∼ Lij−LIj ,
Dk ∼ Lik − LIk, Dl ∼ Lil − LIl. Then Ij ∩ Ik ∩ Il = ∅.
2) If Dj , Dk are two distinct nonsingular rational curves, then Card(Ij∩Ik) ≤ 1.
Proof: The surface S can be deformed into a blown-up Hopf surface π : S → ∆
with a flat family C, where C0 = C = D0 + . . . + Ds−1 ∼ −(Lr + · · · +
Ln−1), and Cu, u 6= 0, is an elliptic curve blown-up n − r times. We de-
note by Π = Π0,u · · ·Πn−1,u : Su → S
′
u the composition of blowing-ups and
(Πi+1 · · ·Πn−1)
⋆(Ei,u) ∼ Li. We have Dj ∼ Lij − LIj , j = 0, . . . , s − 1, hence
Dj is homologous to an exceptional rational curve of the first kind Eij blown-
up Card(Ij) times. Since an exceptional curve cannot blow-up three rational
curves we have the first assertion. Moreover two distinct exceptional rational
curve of the kind cannot be blown-up two times by the same curves, whence
the second assertion. 
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Proposition 2. 35 Let S be a minimal surface containing a cycle C = D0 +
· · · +Ds−1 ∼ −(Lr + · · · + Ln−1) of s ≥ 1 nonsingular rational curves. Then,
r = s and numbering properly the line bundles Li, for i = 0, . . . , r− 1, we have
Di ∼ Li − LIi. Moreover ∪
s−1
i=0Ii = [0, n− 1] and
♯(C)− C2 = b2(S).
Proof: 1) The case s = 1 has been proved in [21] (see lemma (30)).
2) If s = 2, D0 ∼ Li0 − LI0, D1 ∼ Li1 − LI1 . We have
2 = D0D1 = −Li0LI1 − Li1LI0 + LI0LI1,
whence i1 ∈ I0, i0 ∈ I1, I0 ∩ I1 = ∅. Setting I
′
0 = I0 \ {i1} and I
′
1 = I1 \ {i0},
we obtain
D0 ∼ Li0−Li1−LI′0, D1 ∼ Li1−Li0−LI′1, with I
′
0∩I
′
1 = ∅, {i0, i1}∩(I
′
0∪I
′
1) = ∅.
Therefore
−(Lr + · · ·+ Ln−1) ∼ C = D0 +D1 ∼ −(LI′0 + LI′1)
i.e. I ′0∪I
′
1 = [r, n−1]. Let I = {i0, i1}∪I
′
0∪I
′
1 and I
′ = [0, n−1]\I. Of course,
LI′ .D0 = LI′ .D1 = 0, whence by (19) 3), I
′ = [0, r − 1] which is impossible.
Therefore I ′ = ∅ and {i0, i1} ∪ I
′
0 ∪ I
′
1 = [0, n − 1], i.e. r = 2 and
♯(C)− C2 = 2 + (n− 2) = b2(S).
3) If s ≥ 3, Dj ∼ Lij − LIj , j = 0, . . . , s− 1 and we may suppose that
D0D1 = . . . = Ds−2Ds−1 = Ds−1D0 = 1.
Since there is a deformation of S in which Dj+Dj+1 ∼ Lij+Lij+1−LIj−LIj+1
is deformed into a nonsingular rational curve D′u in a (perhaps non minimal)
surface, contained in a cycle C ′u, hence Dj +Dj+1 must be of the homological
type a, and either ij ∈ Ij+1, ij+1 6∈ Ij or ij 6∈ Ij+1, ij+1 ∈ Ij . Moreover the
equality
1 = DjDj+1 = −LijLIj+1 − Lij+1LIj + LIjLIj+1
implies that Ij ∩ Ij+1 = ∅, whence
∀j, 1 = DjDj+1 = −LijLIj+1 − Lij+1LIj .
4) Now, we show by induction on s ≥ 2 that for all j, 0 ≤ j ≤
s − 1, there is a unique index, denoted σ(j), such that ij ∈ Iσ(j).
This assertion is evident if s = 2, therefore we suppose that s ≥ 3. By 3) it is
possible to choose the numbering in such a way that is−1 ∈ Is−2. We choose
a deformation Π : S → ∆ of S over the disc endowed with a flat family C of
curves such that C0 = C, and for u 6= 0,
D′u ∼ Ds−2 +Ds−1 ∼ Lis−2 +Lis−1 − (LIs−2 +LIs−1) = Lis−2 − (LI′s−2 +LIs−1),
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with I ′s−2 = Is−2 \ {is−1}. Consider the cycle Cu = D0,u+ · · ·+Ds−3,u+D
′
u of
s−1 rational curves in the (perhaps non minimal) surface Su; by the induction
hypothesis, since is−1 ∈ Is−2 and I
′
s−2 ∩ Is−1 = ∅, for all 0 ≤ j ≤ s − 2,
there is a unique index σ(j), 0 ≤ σ(j) ≤ s − 1 such that ij ∈ Iσ(j). Repeting
this argument with Ds−3 + Ds−2 we obtain the result. Therefore we have a
well-defined mapping σ : {0, . . . , s − 1} → {0, . . . , s − 1} such that for all j,
0 ≤ j ≤ s− 1, ij ∈ Iσ(j).
5) Setting I ′j = Ij \ σ
−1(j) we have
−(Lr + · · ·+ Ln−1) ∼ C = D0 + · · ·+Ds−1 ∼ Li0 + · · ·+ Lis−1 − (LI0 + · · ·+ LIs−1)
∼ −(LI′0 + · · ·+ LI′s−1)
therefore
[r, n − 1] = I ′0 ∪ · · · ∪ I
′
s−1 with {i0, . . . , is−1} ∩
(
I ′0 ∪ · · · ∪ I
′
s−1
)
= ∅
If I = {i0, . . . , is−1}∪I
′
0∪· · ·∪I
′
s−1 and I
′ = [0, n−1]\I, we have LI′Dj = 0 for
all j = 0, . . . , s− 1, then if I ′ 6= ∅, lemma (19) would imply that I ′ = [0, r − 1]
and this is impossible, hence I ′ = ∅ and {i0, . . . , is−1}∪I
′
0∪· · ·∪I
′
s−1 = [0, n−1],
i.e. r = s and {i0, . . . , ir−1} = [0, r − 1]. Finally
♯(C)− C2 = s+ (n − r) = n = b2(S).

Corollary 2. 36 Let S be a minimal surface with b2(S) ≥ 1. If E is a k-cycle,
k = ♯(E) ≥ 0, such that i⋆H1(E,Z) = H1(S,Z), then ♯(E) − E
2 = b2(S).
Remark 2. 37 If [H1(S,Z) : i⋆H1(E,Z)] = 2, S is an odd Inoue-Hirzebruch
surface with only one cycle C. Then we have ♯(C) − C2 = 2b2(S) (see [20]
(2.13)).
For surfaces containing a divisor D such that D2 = 0, i.e. Enoki surfaces,
the situation is well understood: They all contain GSS, D is a cycle of b2(S)
rational curves D = D0 + · · · +Dn−1 such that D
2
0 = · · · = D
2
n−1 = −2 and S
admits a numerically anticanonical divisor if and only if S is a Inoue surface,
in which case h0(S,−K) = 1. For surfaces such that D2 < 0 for any divisor we
have the following theorem:
Theorem 2. 38 Let S be a compact complex surface of class VII+0 . We suppose
that there is no divisor such that D2 = 0. Then the following properties are
equivalent:
i) S contains a GSS,
ii) S admits a NAC divisor.
iii) S contains b2(S) rational curves,
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Proof: i)⇔ iii) by [12].
i) ⇒ ii) The intersection matrix M(S) is negative definite and the rational
curves give a Q-base of H2(S,Q), whence there is an integer m ≥ 1 and a
divisor Dm such that in H
2(S,Z), mK + Dm = 0. By lemma (22), Dm is
effective.
ii)⇒ i) By lemma (24) we may suppose that the index satisfies m(S) = 1, i.e.
S has a NAC divisor D−K . By theorem (30) we may suppose that there is no
singular curve. By lemma (27) there are two cases: S is a Inoue-Hirzebruch
surface, in particular contains a GSS, or S contains a cycle with at least one
branch. Therefore we have to prove the result in the second case. Let D =∑p
i=0 Di be the maximal divisor, where C = D0 + · · · +Ds−1 is the cycle. By
(33), we have in H2(S,Z),
−(L0 + · · ·+ Ln−1) = −K =
p∑
i=0
kiDi =
p∑
i=0
ki(Li − LIi),
where ki ≥ 1. If p < n − 1, the curve Dn−1 is missing, hence there is exactly
one index j such that n − 1 ∈ Ij and kj = 1. Moreover by Proposition (35),
∪s−1i=0 Ii = [0, n − 1], therefore j ≤ s − 1. By lemma (26), S would be a Inoue-
Hirzebruch surface, which is a contradiction. 
Corollary 2. 39 ([19]) Let S be a surface of class VII0 with b2(S) > 0. Then
S is a Inoue-Hirzebruch surface if and only if there exists two twisted vector
fields θ1 ∈ H
0(S,Θ⊗F1), θ2 ∈ H
0(S,Θ⊗F2), where F1, F2 are flat line bundles,
such that θ1 ∧ θ2(p) 6= 0 at at least one point p ∈ S.
Proof: θ1 ∧ θ2 is a non trivial section of −K ⊗F whence S contains a GSS. We
conclude by [10] th. 5.5. 
3 On classification of bihermitian surfaces
3.1 Conformal and complex structures
We consider connected oriented conformal 4-manifolds (M4, c) with two com-
plex (i.e. integrable almost-complex) structures J1, J2 which induce the same
orientation. Given a riemannian metric g in c, (M4, g, J1, J2) is called a biher-
mitian surface relatively to the conformal class c if
• Ji are orthogonal with respect to the metric, i.e. g(JiX,JiY ) = g(X,Y ),
i = 1, 2,
• J1 and J2 are independent, i.e. there is a point x ∈M such that J1(x) 6=
±J2(x).
The triple (c, J1, J2) is called a bihermitian structure on M
4. If moreover
J1(x) 6= ±J2(x) everywhere, the bihermitian structure (c, J1, J2) is called stron-
gly bihermitian.
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Given two such almost-complex structures J1 and J2, denote by f the smooth
function, called the angle function
f =
1
4
tr(tJ1J2) = −
1
4
tr(J1J2).
By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, |f | ≤ 1 and f(x) = ±1 if and only if J1(x) =
±J2(x). Since J1J2 ∈ SO(4) and J2J1 is the inverse of J1J2, it is easy to check
that
J1J2 + J2J1 = −2f Id.
Moreover J1(x) and J2(x) anticommute if and only if f(x) = 0.
Another conformal structure is provided by the Weyl curvature tensor: The
riemannien curvature tensor R of type (3,1) has a classical decomposition, under
the orthogonal group O(4), into three parts given by the scalar curvature, the
Ricci curvature tensor without trace and the Weyl curvature tensor W of type
(3,1) which is a conformal invariant [4].
Let ∗ :
∧2 T ⋆M → ∧2 T ⋆M be the star-Hodge operator, with ⋆2 = Id and two
eigenvalues ±1. We denote by
∧2
+ (resp.
∧2
−) the eigenspace associated to +1
(resp. −1). Since ∗ depends only on c, the splitting
∧2 T ⋆M = ∧2+⊕∧2− is a
conformal invariant. Let W (g) :
∧2 T ⋆M → ∧2 T ⋆M be the Weyl curvature
tensor of type (2,2), with restrictionsW± ∈ End(
∧2
±) over
∧2
±. The riemannian
conformal class of (M4, g) is called anti-self-dual (ASD) if ∗W (g) = −W (g),
or equivalently W+ = 0.
The geometric meaning of ASD condition stems from Atiyah-Hitchin-Singer
theorem [3]: Let
Z = {J ∈ SO(TM) | J2 = −Id} = SO(TM)/U(2) →M
be the twistor space, i.e. the space of all orthogonal almost-complex struc-
tures over (M,g), inducing the orientation of M . The fiber is isomorphic to
the Riemann sphere S2. Since there is only one complex structure on S2, Z
is a differentiable fiber bundle with complex fiber P1(C). The complex struc-
ture on the fiber and on the base yield a canonical almost-complex structure
J of the twistor space Z, which is not integrable in general. The theorem of
Atiyah-Hitchin-Singer asserts that J is integrable if and only if the metric g is
ASD, hence any compatible complex structure at a point x ∈M extends into a
compatible complex structure over a neighbourhood of x. However, it does not
extends to the whole manifold and perhaps (M, c) admits no complex struc-
ture (for instance S4). The aim is to classify compact 4-manifolds with
several compatible complex structures, or at least to give necessary
conditions for their existence. When there are more than two compatible
almost structures, we have
Proposition 3. 40 ([22]) If an oriented riemannian 4-manifold (M,g) ad-
mits three independent compatible complex structures then the metric g is anti-
self-dual.
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By Pontecorvo’s classification of ASD bihermitian surfaces [22] Prop. 3.7, these
surfaces are hyperhermitian. Following C.P. Boyer [4] we define hyperhermi-
tian complex surfaces as oriented compact conformal 4-manifolds (M, c,F)
with a 2-sphere F of compatible complex structures generated by two anti-
commuting ones. A hyperhermitian 4-manifold (M, c,F) must be one of the
following
• A flat complex torus
• A K3 surface with Ricci-flat Ka¨hler metric, or
• A special Hopf surface
in particular they all have b2(M) = 0. We refer to [22] and [4] for details.
Now we focus on the case where first Betti number b1(M) is odd; for the even
case see [2].
3.2 Numerically anticanonical divisor of a bihermitian surface
For the convenience of the reader we recall the results used in the sequel (see
[1, 2, 22]): Denote by
F gi (. , .) = g(Ji . , .), i = 1, 2
the Ka¨hler forms of (g, J1) and (g, J2) respectively, θ
g
1 , θ
g
2 their Lee forms, i.e.
dF gi = θ
g
i ∧ F
g
i , i = 1, 2
We furthermore denote by [J1, J2] = J1J2 − J2J1 the commutator of J1 and J2
and we consider the real Ji-anti-invariant 2-form
Φg(. , .) =
1
2
g([J1, J2]. , .),
and the corresponding complex (0, 2)-forms
σgi (. , .) = Φ
g(. , .) + iΦg(Ji. , .).
Then σgi , i = 1, 2 are smooth sections of the anti-canonical bundle K
−1
Ji
≃∧(0,2)
Ji
(M) of (M,Ji) and σ
g
i (x) = 0 if and only if Φ
g(x) = 0 if and only if
J1(x) = ±J2(x). Therefore the common zero set of σi is exactly D = D
+ ∪D−,
where
D+ = f−1(1) = {x ∈M | J1(x) = J2(x)},
D− = f−1(−1) = {x ∈M | J1(x) = −J2(x)}.
Lemma 3. 41 ([1, 2]) Let (M, c, J1, J2) be a bihermitian surface. Then, for
any metric g in the conformal class c, the 1-forms θg1, θ
g
2 and σ
g
1 satisfy the
following properties:
i) If M is compact, then d(θg1 + θ
g
2) = 0,
ii) ∂¯J1σ
g
1 = −
1
2(θ
g
1 + θ
g
2)
(0,1) ⊗ σg1,
where ( . )(0,1) denotes the (0, 1) part and ∂¯J1 is the Cauchy-Riemann operator
relatively to J1.
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Proof: i) By [2],
(
d(θg1 + θ
g
2)
)
+
= 0. Let δ = − ⋆ d⋆ be the adjoint of d. Setting
ϕ = θg1 + θ
g
2 , ∆dϕ = dδdϕ = −d ⋆ d ⋆ dϕ = 0, for by assumption ∗dϕ = −dϕ.
Hence δdϕ = 0, and |dϕ|2 = (dϕ, dϕ) = (ϕ, δdϕ) = 0.
ii) The proof in [2] Lemma 3 is local. 
Proposition 3. 42 Let (M, c, J1, J2) be a compact bihermitian surface. Then
there exists a topologically trivial line bundle L ∈ H1(M,R⋆+) such that σi is a
non-trivial holomorphic section of K−1Ji ⊗ L, in particular
H0(M,K−1Ji ⊗ L) 6= 0, i = 1, 2,
and D+, D− are empty or complex curves for both (M,J1) and (M,J2).
Moreover, if (c, J1, J2) is strongly bihermitian, then KJi = L, in particular,
b2(M) = 0.
Proof: By (41), θg1 + θ
g
2 is closed, hence there is an open covering (Uj)j∈I and
C∞ functions Φj : Uj → R, such that for the local metric gj = exp(Φj)g,
the local Lee forms satisfy θ
gj
1 + θ
gj
2 = 0, i.e. (θ
g
1 + θ
g
2)|Uj = −2dΦj . Setting
cjk = exp(Φj−Φk) ∈ R
⋆
+, σ
j
i = σ
gj
i , we obtain a topologically trivial line bundle
L = [(cjk)] ∈ H
1(M,R⋆+), and a holomorphic section σi = (σ
j
i ) of K
−1
Ji
⊗ L.
If (c, J1, J2) is strongly bihermitian D = ∅, therefore σi is a non-vanishing
holomorphic section of K−1Ji ⊗ L. 
3.3 Bihermitian surfaces with odd first Betti number
The Kodaira dimension of a compact bihermitian surface with odd first Betti
number is κ = −∞ ([1] thm 1), hence the minimal models of (M,J1) and of
(M,J2) are in class VII0. In this section, we shall complete (and simplify) the
classification theorem of V. Apostolov [1]. We need first
Lemma 3. 43 Let S be a complex surface and let Π : S′ → S be the blowing-up
of x ∈ S, and E = Π−1(x) its exceptional curve.
1) If there exists a flat line bundle L′ on S′ such that H0(S,K−1S′ ⊗ L
′) 6= 0,
then for L = Π⋆L
′, H0(S,K−1S ⊗ L) 6= 0.
2) If there exists a flat line bundle L on S such that H0(S,K−1S ⊗ L) 6= 0, and
if Π blows-up a point on the effective twisted anticanonical divisor, then for
L′ = Π⋆L, H0(S′,K−1S′ ⊗ L
′) 6= 0.
Proof: 1) The coherent sheaf L = Π⋆L
′ is locally trivial since on a simply con-
nected neighbourhood U of the exceptional curve E, L|U is trivial. The line
bundle K−1S ⊗L has a section on S \Π(E) which extends by Hartogs theorem.
2) We have K−1S′ ⊗L
′ = π⋆(K−1S ⊗ L)−E hence a section σ of K
−1
S ⊗L yields
a section of K−1S′ ⊗ L
′ if and only if x belongs to the zero set of σ. 
Theorem 3. 44 Let (M, c, J1, J2) be a compact bihermitian surface with odd
first Betti number.
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1) If (M, c, J1, J2) is strongly bihermitian (i.e D = ∅), then the complex sur-
faces (M,Ji) are minimal and either a Hopf surface covered by a primary one
associated to a contraction F : (C2, 0)→ (C2, 0) of the form
F (z1, z2) = (αz1 + sz
m
2 , aα
−1z2),
with a, s ∈ C, 0 < |α|2 ≤ a < |α| < 1, (am − αm+1)s = 0,
or else (M,Ji) are Inoue surfaces S
+
N,p,q,r;t, S
−
N,p,q,r.
2) If (M, c, J1, J2) is not strongly bihermitian, then D has at most two con-
nected components, (M,Ji), i = 1, 2, contain GSS and the minimal models Si
of (M,Ji) are
• Surfaces with GSS of intermediate type if D has one connected component
• Hopf surfaces of special type (see [22] 2.2), Inoue (parabolic) surfaces or
Inoue-Hirzebruch surfaces if D has two connected components.
Moreover, the blown-up points belong to the NAC divisors.
Proof: 0) Since the fundamental group of a surface with GSS is isomorphic
to Z, since π1(S
(+)
N,p,q,r;t) 6= Z, π1(S
(−)
N,p,q,r) 6= Z, and S
(−)
N,p,q,r is a quotient of a
surface S
(+)
N,p,q,r;t ([15] p 276), (M,J1) and (M,J2) must be of the same type.
1) If (M, c, J1, J2) is strongly bihermitian, (M,Ji) are minimal using (42). Ap-
plying the classification of minimal surfaces of class VII0 with b2(S) = 0 [18], we
have to consider Hopf surfaces and Inoue surfaces. We derive from Proposition
(42) that −KJi ∈ H
1(M,R⋆+). On one hand the anticanonical line bundle of a
surface SM is not real (11), hence we may exclude it. On second hand, a finite
covering of a bihermitian surface is bihermitian and if a primary Hopf surface
is associated to the contraction
F (z) = (α1z1 + sz
m
2 , α2z2), 0 < |α1| ≤ |α2| < 1, (α
m
2 − α1)s = 0,
−K = Lα1α2 , therefore a = α1α2 ∈ R
⋆
+ and it is easy to check that the re-
quested conditions are fulfilled.
2) If (M, c, J1, J2) is not strongly bihermitian, (M,Ji) admits a non-trivial ef-
fective NAC divisor D−Ki whose support is D, and as noticed in [1], 3.3, it is
the same for the minimal model Si of (M,Ji). Using theorem (38), Si contains
GSS and the support of the NAC divisor has at most two components by (29).
If Π = Πm · · ·Π0 : (M,Ji)→ Si is the blowing-down of the exceptional curves,
the blown-up points belong to the successive NAC divisors by (43), hence D
has at most two connected components. 
Corollary 3. 45 Let (M, c, J1, J2) be a compact ASD bihermitian surface with
odd first Betti number. Then the minimal models of the complex surfaces
(M,Ji), i = 1, 2, are
• Hopf surfaces of special type (see [22] 2.2),
• (parabolic) Inoue surfaces or
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• even Inoue-Hirzebruch surfaces.
Moreover, the blown-up points belong to the NAC divisors.
Proof: By [22] 3.11, (M,Ji) has a minimal model Si in the class VII0 and
H0(M,−KJi) 6= 0,
therefore Si is not a Inoue surface S
(+)
N,p,q,r;t, S
(−)
N,p,q,r. If b2(Si) = 0, Si is a
Hopf surface, and if b2(Si) > 0, Si contains a GSS by (38). The existence of
a (non-twisted) global section of −K is equivalent to the existence of a metric
g ∈ c such that θg1 + θ
g
2 = 0. In this situation, [2] Prop.4 asserts that D+ and
D− are both non-empty. This is possible only when Si is parabolic Inoue or an
even Inoue-Hirzebruch surface. 
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